Oxford eco-pan revolutionises cooking efficiency
Oxford’s novel cooking pan technology incorporates external fins to deliver a fast and highly
efficient cooking process.
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The Oxford cooking pan technology has been protected

Developed in the internationally-renowned Oxford

with patents, utility models and registered design rights

Thermofluids Institute, Oxford’s novel cooking pan

in key territories worldwide. Following a successful initial
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even heat distribution. By ensuring that more energy is
captured by the new cooking pan, a higher proportion of
energy from the heat source can contribute to heating
food within the pan. In turn, this leads to a quicker and
more efficient cooking process.
Oxford’s cooking pan designs have arisen from a facility
where world-leading solutions for jets and rockets
are researched, tested and engineered. Transferring
this expertise into an everyday application has led to
a cooking pan design found to save up to 31% energy
compared to conventional pan designs. The greatest
benefit is obtained when the gas flame is largest,
i.e. when the user wants the fastest cooking process
possible.
The cooking pan has been the subject of two awards
in recent years. In 2014, the Worshipful Company of
Engineers awarded Professor Thomas Povey, the inventor
of Oxford’s novel cooking pan technology,

Above: Standard cooking pans do not use all the energy available to
them, particularly from gas stoves.
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